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1 Introduction
In response to concerns about safety along Highway 55 between Highway 52 and intersection of Highway 85
(Goodwin Avenue) and Highway 42 (Mississippi Trail) the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT)
conducted a Road Safety Audit (RSA). The purpose of the study is to review crash history, prior plans and
recommendations, and existing conditions to identify potential safety projects and safety strategies that can be
implemented as a part of future projects. In some cases, these strategies can be implemented relatively easily
(i.e. lower cost and by agency maintenance crews) and in others further study is required. Some of the proposed
improvements may need to be incorporated into a larger construction project, or additional funding may be
required.

1.1 Study Area
Even though the primary focus area of the study is Highway 55 between Highway 52 and the intersection of
Highway 85 (Goodwin Avenue) and Highway 42 (Mississippi Trail), MnDOT wanted to take a more
comprehensive look at safety in the area to consider areas with similar characteristics, adjacent roadways
where traffic patterns could change, and influence areas adjacent the these segments. The roadways in this
study include:
•
•
•
•

Combined segment of Highway 52 and Highway 55 between Highway 55 in Rosemount and 80th Street
in Inver Grove Heights;
Highway 52 between Highway 42 and the southern interchange with Highway 52 and Highway 55 in
Rosemount;
Highway 42 between Highway 52 and Highway 55 in Rosemount;
Highway 55 between the south junction of Highway 52 and the western city limit of Hastings.

Figure 1 below shows the study area.
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Figure 1 Study Area
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1.2 Road Safety Audit Study Process
A RSA is a formal evaluation of planned or existing roadways by an independent, multidisciplinary team. The
team looks for potential safety hazards that may affect all road users and suggests measures to mitigate those
safety issues. A RSA may be performed before, during, or after the design/construction process.
A RSA includes three steps:
1. Understand Existing Conditions – complete pre-audit data analysis, field review, and obtain input from
the public and targeted stakeholders to understand potential existing safety concerns.
2. Road Safety Audit – complete the RSA and collect additional data if required.
3. Report Findings – identify potential safety projects and solutions, document, and present the findings of
the study.
The purpose of the study is to review crash history, prior planning documents, and existing conditions to identify
potential safety projects and safety strategies that can be implemented as a part of future projects. In a few
cases, these strategies can be implemented relatively easily (i.e. lower cost and by agency maintenance crews)
and in others further study is required. The proposed improvements may need to be incorporated into a larger
construction project, or additional funding may be required.
The “4Es” of safety include engineering, education, enforcement, and emergency response and safety solutions
can be related to any of the “4Es” although often the solutions are engineering based.
This RSA included the following key steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Assemble a RSA Advisory team and RSA review team
Meet and obtain input from the RSA advisory team
Assemble, review, and analyze crash data
Collect speed and existing conditions information
Assemble the RSA review audit packet
Create an open house video and project website
Conduct the RSA review
Obtain input from the public
Develop the draft RSA report
Review and confirm findings with RSA review team
Finalize the RSA report
Present findings to the public

1.3 RSA Advisory Team
At the beginning of the project a RSA advisory team that included MnDOT and Kimley-Horn staff with a wide
variety of roles was assembled to provide input on the RSA process, data available, and prior studies. Members
of this advisory team and their position included:
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Name

Title

Lars Impola

MnDOT Metro District Traffic Safety Engineer

Ken Johnson

MnDOT Assistant State Traffic Engineer

Kirsten Klein

MnDOT Public Information Officer

Molly Kline

MnDOT South Area Engineer

Derek Leuer

MnDOT State Traffic Safety Engineer/RSA Project Manager

Almin Ramic

MnDOT South Metro Area Traffic Engineer

Mark Wagner

MnDOT Assistant State Traffic Safety Engineer

Brandon Bourdon

Kimley-Horn Project Manager

Table 1 RSA Advisory Team

1.4 RSA Review Team
This RSA review was conducted in 2020 during the COVID-19 Pandemic. Under normal circumstances, the RSA
team is limited to about 10 people because the team completes the field review together traveling from site-tosite in a large passenger van. Due to social distancing requirements, a virtual RSA review was conducted where
information was assembled in advanced including video of the roadways and photos at key study locations. This
allowed for a larger group to participate so many on the RSA advisory team also participated on the RSA review
team.
Members of RSA review team and their position are listed below. The team included representation from the
City of Rosemount, City of Inver Grove Heights, Dakota County, State Patrol, MnDOT and Kimley-Horn.
Name

Title

Scot Edgeworth

MnDOT Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) Coordinator

Nick Egger

City of Hastings Public Works Director

Brian Erickson

City of Rosemount Public Works Director/City Engineer
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Name

Title

Lt. Michael Gensmer

Department of Public Safety, State Patrol

Ken Johnson

MnDOT Assistant State Traffic Engineer

Tom Kaldunski

Inver Grove Heights City Engineer

Molly Kline

MnDOT South Area Engineer

Derek Leuer

MnDOT State Traffic Safety Engineer/RSA Project Manager

Morrie Luke

MnDOT District 1 Assistant Traffic Engineer

Gina Mitteco

Dakota County Regional & Multi-Modal Transportation Manager

Almin Ramic

MnDOT South Metro Area Traffic Engineer

Kristi Sebastian

Dakota County Traffic Engineer

Will Stein

FHWA Safety Engineer

Mark Wagner

MnDOT Assistant State Traffic Safety Engineer

Brian Wifler

MnDOT Geometrics

Brandon Bourdon

Kimley-Horn Project Manager

Lindsay Saner

Kimley-Horn Traffic Engineer

Table 2 RSA Review Team

2 Background
This section provides an overview of the highways included in the study area, prior studies, traffic volumes,
travel speeds, and an analysis of the crash data. This information provided the RSA team a foundation of
background information that increased the effectiveness of the RSA virtual review.
The study area differs from many RSAs because there are three different highways included that each have
considerably different characteristics. Below is description of each highway included:
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•

•

•

Highway 52/55 and Highway 52 is a principal arterial under the jurisdiction of MnDOT. It provides a
connection between the Twin Cities and City of Rochester. In the study area it is four-lane divided
freeway. The daily traffic volumes range from 34,500-46,500 vehicles per day. The posted speed is 65
miles per hour.
Highway 55 to the east of Highway 52 is principal arterial under the jurisdiction of MnDOT. It provides a
connection between the Twin Cities and Highway 61 in Hastings. In the study area it is two-lane
undivided roadway with a posted speed of 55 miles per hour. The daily traffic volumes range from
12,800-14,400 vehicles per day.
Highway 42 is a principal arterial under the jurisdiction of Dakota County. It provides a connection
between Burnsville and downtown Hastings. In the study area it is an undivided two-lane highway. The
daily traffic volume is 5,600 vehicles per day and it has a posted speed of 55 miles per hour.

Based on a comparison of 2040 projected traffic volumes to existing traffic volumes, traffic is anticipated to
grow at about 1.2% on Highway 52/55 and Highway 52, 1.0% on Highway 55, and 2.1% on Highway 42 annually.
These growth rates are based on forecasts developed prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Given the differences in the traffic volumes and highway characteristics, the roadways included in the study
were aggregated into eight study segments as shown in Figure 2. The segment type, length, average annual daily
traffic (AADT), and speed limits are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 2 Study Segments
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Characteristics
Length
(mi)

Speed
Limit

Segment Type

AADT

Segment

43,300

1.50

65

46,500

1.40

65

South of Inver Grove Trail to Hwy 52/Hwy 55
South Junction
Rural Expressway

46,500

2.05

65

Hwy 52 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction
to Hwy 42
Rural Expressway

34,500

1.95

65

Hwy 55 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction Rural 2-Lane AADT
to Hwy 42
8000+

12,800

2.85

55

Hwy 42 from Hwy 52 to Hwy 55

Rural 2-Lane AADT
5000-7999

5,600

2.45

55

Hwy 55 from Hwy 42 to Goodwin
Ave/Mississippi Trail

Rural 2-Lane AADT
8000+

14,400

1.88

55

Hwy 55 from Goodwin Ave/Mississippi Trail
to Hastings

Rural 2-Lane AADT
8000+

12,700

2.77

55

Hwy 52/Hwy 55 North Junction
Hwy 56/Concord Blvd to South of Inver
Grove Trail

Urban Freeway

Rural Expressway

Table 3 Study Segment Characteristics
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Speed data along Highway 55 between Highway 52 and the City of Hastings was collected in 2020 and compared
to speed data collected by MnDOT in 2015 to verify speed trends along the corridor. In 2015, the 85th percentile
speeds varied between 57 and 62 miles per hour, which are higher than the 55 miles per hour posted speed by
two to seven miles per hour depending on location. Figure 3 shows the 85th percentile speeds collected in 2015.
The 85th percentile speed is the speed at which 85 percent of traffic was moving at or below in 2015. Data was
collected at two similar locations in 2020. Figure 4 shows the 85th percentile speed data collected in 2020. 2020
speed data shows similar travel speeds at the west location but higher speeds at the east location. During the
COVID-19 Pandemic higher travel speeds have been experienced across Minnesota, which is anticipated to be
part of the reason for the observed 2020 increase in speed. David H. Montgomery reported about this trend in a
MPRnews article titled, Pandemic brings fewer drivers, more speeding to Minnesota highways. That article
stated, “Typically, about 10 to 12 percent of all speeding tickets that State Patrol troopers issue are for drivers
going more than 20 mph above the posted speed limit. In mid-March, that rate shot up to record highs, just as
the state’s stay-at-home efforts began in earnest. Since early April, the rate of serious speeders has been around
20 percent — twice as high as the usual rate.” Tim Harlow also reported in the Star Tribune that, “Preliminary
data show 120 people died last year in crashes in which speed was a factor, the most since 2008, when there
were 125 deaths, according to Department of Public Safety.”.
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Figure 3 2015 85th Percentile Speeds

Figure 4 2020 85th Percentile Speed

2.1 Planning Studies, Recent Projects, and Programmed Projects
A review of planning studies, recently constructed projects, and programmed projects was completed to ensure
prior work was considered as a part of the RSA. The following is a summary of that review:

2.1.1 Planning Studies
Highway 52/42/55 Interchange and Highway 55 Regional Corridor Study
This study, completed in 2002, developed transportation improvement recommendations to maintain Highway
42 and 55 as high-priority corridors. It assessed the need for the Highway 52/55 interchange and the possibility
of combining Highway 42 and 55 into a principal arterial. It included the following recommendations:
reconstruction of the Highway 52/55 and 117th Street interchange, removal the southern interchange with
Highway 52/55 and Highway 55, conversion of Highway 42 between Highway 52 and Highway 55 to a four-lane
roadway, and reconstruction of the Highway 52 and Highway 42 interchange. Since 2002, both interchange
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projects have been completed although many of the other concepts have not been implemented and there are
no plans to remove the Highway 52/55 interchange or widen Highway 42 to a four-lane roadway.

Highway 52 Freeway Partnership
The Highway 52 Freeway Partnership, formed in 2002, is a partnership between MnDOT and Dakota, Goodhue,
and Olmsted Counties to implement the vision of a modern freeway along Highway 52 between the Twin Cities
and Rochester. In 2007, the Partnership reported that the interchange of Highway 52 and 117th Street and grade
separation of the railroad crossings along Highway 52 between Concord Boulevard and Highway 42 had all been
completed. The only priority listed that has been partially completed is the frontage roadway system and access
closure between Concord Boulevard and 117th Street, and one at-grade right-in/right-out intersection remains.
The Highway 52 Southbound Improvements Project, anticipated to be completed in 2023 between Zumbrota
and Cannon Falls, will be another step toward implementing this vision.

Dakota County 2040 Transportation Plan Update
Dakota County’s Transportation Plan, currently in draft form, has the following priorities identified:
•
•

•

Potential two- to three-lane modernization of Highway 42 between Highway 52 and Highway 55
A trail gap exists along Highway 42 between Highway 52 and Highway 55. The addition of a trail to
eliminate that gap would be completed in conjunction with any road project along this segment of
Highway 42
A potential two- to four-lane expansion of Highway 55 from CSAH 42 to Hastings in Rosemount and
Nininger Township is listed as a high priority trunk highway project, although there are no expansion
plans currently identified

Highway 42 Visioning Study
Dakota County is currently completing the Highway 42 Visioning Study, although the focus of this study is
focused on Highway 42 between Highway 52 and the City of Burnsville.

2.1.2 Recent Projects
Highway 55 and Highway 42 Intersection Improvements
Dakota County improved the western intersection of Hwy 55 and Hwy 42 in 2018 by adding a dedicated
westbound left-turn lane and converting the westbound bypass lane to a through lane. Figure 5 and 6 show and
aerial of the intersection before and after the improvements were constructed.
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Figure 5 Highway 55 and Highway 42 intersection prior to turn lane improvements

Figure 6 Highway 55 and Highway 42 intersection after turn lane improvements
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2.1.3 Programmed Projects
Mississippi River Greenway Trail
The Mississippi River Greenway Trail runs along the west and south sides of the Mississippi River adjacent to the
study area. There is one gap in that trail system that is planned to be constructed by the end of 2022 that will
provide a connection between Inver Grove Heights and Hastings for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Doyle Path Turn Lane Improvements
There have been several crashes over the past several years including a fatal crash in October 2019 and an
incident involving six vehicles in December 2019 on Highway 55 near Doyle Path. The crash history at this
intersection was one reason that MnDOT is completing this RSA. At this location MnDOT plans to install an
eastbound left-turn and westbound right-turn lane at Doyle Path in 2022-2023.

SKB Landfill Development Access Changes
The City of Rosemount is currently working with SKB Landfill to relocate their access on Highway 55 further to
the east to improve safety and reduce queuing on Highway 55 as part of the planned expansion of the landfill.
This will create a one-way entrance where traffic will exit south onto Highway 42 at 142nd Street. This may
result in the removal of the north leg of the Highway 42 and Emery Avenue intersection which is unsafe due to
sight line issues due to its location on the curve.

2.1.4 Dakota County Sales & Use Tax Plan
Highway 55, within the study area, is a corridor that is part of Dakota County’s Sales and Use Tax program,
making it a high priority state highway corridor for the County. Implementation of proposed improvements on
this segment will require partnership with MnDOT and potentially other agencies as well as outside funding
sources. The Sales and Use Tax project description previously identified this as a two- to four-lane expansion
project, but that was recently modified to allow potentially low-cost, high benefit mobility and safety
improvements to be implemented if the four-lane vision is not necessary at this time or feasible. In an effort to
advance this priority, Dakota County included a request for funding for a preliminary engineering study of the
corridor as a 2021 legislative priority.

2.2 Crash Trends (2015-2019)
A review of the previous five years of crash data (2015-2019) was completed to understand overall crash trends
experienced in the study area. Figure 7 shows the number of crashes by manner of collision. “Run off the road”
is the most common type with more than 35% of the crashes falling into this category. The statewide rate for
run off the road crashes is about 10%, so this manner of collision occurs more frequently in the study area than
is typical.
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Figure 7 Number of Crashes by Manner of Collision

Figure 8 shows the crashes that occurred each year by crash severity. The data shows that a relatively consistent
number of crashes occurred each year although there was an increase into the total number of crashes that
occurred in 2019 when compared to prior years. There were four fatal and eight serious injury crashes in the
study area.

Figure 8 Number of Crashes by Crash Severity
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Figure 9 shows the number of crashes organized by first harmful event. The data shows a lower percentage of
crashes whose first harmful event involved a moving vehicle within the study area (53%) as compared to the
statewide average (68%). Additionally, there were more crashes whose first harmful event was hitting a fixed
object in the study area (34%) versus the statewide average (18%), and more rollover crashes in the study area
(7%) compared to the statewide average (4%). Since these harmful events occur when a vehicle departs the
roadway, this data validates that run off road crashes are of particular concern in the study area.

Figure 9 Number of Crashes by First Harmful Event

2.2.1

Safety Analysis

A safety analysis was completed at the intersections and roadway segments to understand crash trends and
identify locations that may be experiencing safety concerns. There are several crash parameters that are used
throughout this report:
•

•

•

Crash Rate: There is a positive correlation between crash frequency and traffic volume. Crash rates
measure the number of crashes controlling for this exposure. For intersections, exposure is defined as
entering vehicles; for segments, exposure is defined as vehicle miles traveled. The total crash rate is
defined as the number of crashes per million vehicle miles traveled (or entering vehicles for
intersections). The fatal and serious (A injury) crash rate is defined as the number of fatal and
incapacitating injury crashes per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (or entering vehicles for
intersections).
Critical Crash Rate: Critical crash rates provide a statistical threshold for screening sites. The critical rate
is calculated by weighting the average crash rate for similar intersections or segments across Minnesota
by the existing traffic volume.
Critical Index: A critical index is reported as the ratio of the observed crash rate to the critical crash rate.
A critical index exceeding 1.00 indicates there may be a safety concern at the site. When analyzing the
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critical index, a value at or below 1.00 implies that the site does not deviate significantly from statewide
trends (i.e. it is performing within expectations). The crash rate critical Index is the total crash rate
divided by the critical crash rate for total crashes. Similarly, the fatal and serious critical index is the fatal
and serious (A injury) crash rate divided by the critical crash rate for fatal and serious (A injury) crashes.
Additional information and formulas used to calculate these parameters are available in Chapter 11 - Traffic
Safety of MnDOT’s Traffic Engineering Manual.

2.2.2 Segment Crash Analysis
For each of the eight study segments (see Figure 2), a crash analysis was completed to understand the total
crash rate and fatal and serious crash rate and how the rates compared to similar facilities in Minnesota. Table 4
includes a summary of the total number of crashes and crash severity for each of the segments. Table 5 shows
the total crash rate, critical index, and fatal and serious injury crash rate and critical index for each of the
segments. The critical rates and indices are based on the 2019 Minnesota Statewide Averages.

Serious
Injury

Minor
Injury

Possible
Injury

Property
Damage

Hwy 52/Hwy 55 North Junction
Hwy 56/Concord Blvd to South of Inver Grove Trail
South of Inver Grove Trail to Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South
Junction
Hwy 52 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction to Hwy 42
Hwy 55 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction to Hwy 42
Hwy 42 from Hwy 52 to Hwy 55
Hwy 55 from Hwy 42 to Goodwin Ave/Mississippi Trail
Hwy 55 from Goodwin Ave/Mississippi Trail to Hastings

Fatal

Segment

Total
Crashes

Crash Severity

93
66

0
0

0
1

4
3

16
8

73
54

124

0

0

7

16

101

76
47
12
52
39

1
1
0
1
1

0
2
1
2
2

6
5
1
9
7

10
9
1
5
9

59
30
9
35
20

Table 4: Segment Crash History by Severity
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Crash Analysis
Fatal & Serious Injury Crash
Total Crash Rate
Rate

[Rate = Crashes per Million Entering
Vehicles]

Segment

Hwy 52/Hwy 55 North Junction
Hwy 56/Concord Blvd to South of Inver Grove
Trail
South of Inver Grove Trail to Hwy 52/Hwy 55
South Junction
Hwy 52 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction
to Hwy 42
Hwy 55 from Hwy 52/Hwy 55 South Junction
to Hwy 42
Hwy 42 from Hwy 52 to Hwy 55
Hwy 55 from Hwy 42 to Goodwin
Ave/Mississippi Trail
Hwy 55 from Goodwin Ave/Mississippi Trail
to Hastings

Segment
Rate

2019
Critical
Rate
(99.5%)

2019
Critical
Index

0.78

1.27

0.56

[Rate = Crashes per 100 Million
Entering Vehicles]

Segment
Rate

2019
Critical
Rate
(90%)

2019
Critical
Index

0.62

0.00

2.07

0.00

0.57

0.98

0.84

2.90

0.29

0.71

0.54

1.32

0.00

2.55

0.00

0.62

0.57

1.09

0.81

2.87

0.28

0.71

0.90

0.79

4.50

5.86

0.77

0.48

0.95

0.50

3.99

9.15

0.44

1.05

0.94

1.12

6.07

6.53

0.93

0.61

0.90

0.67

4.67

5.93

0.79

Table 5: Segment Crash Rates

The three segments where the crash rate critical index is higher than 1.0, shown in Figure 10 in red circles, will
be focused on as part of the RSA. Segments with a critical index above 1 are segments where the total crash
trend is statistically higher than experienced on similar facilities in Minnesota. MnDOT has received considerable
feedback regarding safety concerns on Highway 55 between Highway 52 and Highway 42. In addition, there
were two severe crashes that occurred on this segment including a fatal crash in October 2019 and an incident
involving six vehicles in December 2019. Due to this feedback and these severe crashes, the segment of Highway
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55 between Highway 52 and Highway 42, is also being reviewed as part of this RSA even though neither of the
critical indices is higher than 1.0.

Figure 10 Roadway Segments with a Crash Rate Critical Index higher than 1.0

Highway 52/55 from south of Inver Grove Trail to the south junction of Highway 55 experienced a total crash
rate of 0.71. That is higher than the anticipated crash rate of 0.54, resulting in total crash rate critical index of
1.32. A review of the crash data found that of the 124 crashes that occurred, the most common type of crash
was run off the road (51 crashes), followed by rear-end (31 crashes), and then sideswipe (26 crashes). The most
common contributing factor was an improper driving maneuver (39 crashes) followed by weather, road
condition, and lighting (25 crashes). One unique characteristic of this segment is the left exit from southbound
Highway 52/55 to eastbound Highway 55 and associated impacts weaving along this segment may have on the
crash rate.
Highway 52 from the south junction of Highway 55 to Highway 42 experienced a total crash rate of 0.62. That is
higher than the anticipated crash rate of 0.57, resulting in total crash rate critical index of 1.09. A review of the
crash data found that of the 76 crashes that occurred, the most common type of crash was run off the road (36
crashes), followed by sideswipe (14 crashes), and then rear-end (9 crashes). The most common contributing
factor was an improper driving maneuver (15 crashes) followed by weather, road condition, and lighting (13
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crashes), and ran-off road (13 crashes). The full movement intersection at Pine Bend Trail is one area of
particular concern given the high percentage of truck traffic using this intersection and high travel speed on
Highway 52.
Highway 55 between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue/Mississippi Trail experienced a total crash rate of 1.05.
That is higher than the anticipated crash rate of 0.94, resulting in total crash rate critical index of 1.12. A review
of the crash data found that of the 52 crashes that occurred, the most common type of crash was rear-end (16
crashes), followed by angle (11 crashes), and then run off the road (11 crashes). The most common contributing
factor was failure to obey rules (15 crashes) followed by improper driving maneuver (13 crashes). There are
several intersections along this segment that will need to be reviewed as a part of the RSA particularly given that
rear-end and angle crashes are most common along this segment.

2.2.3 Intersection Crash Analysis

Intersection

Hwy 52/55 & Inver Grove Trail
Hwy 52 & Pine Bend Trail
Hwy 52 & 140th Street E
Hwy 55 & Pine Bend Trail (West)
Hwy 55 & Doyle Path
Hwy 55 & Spectro's Access
Hwy 55 & SKB Landfill Access
Hwy 42 & Emery Avenue
Hwy 55 & Hwy 42
Hwy 55 & Fahey Avenue
Hwy 55 & Fischer Avenue
Hwy 55 & Pine Bend Trail (East)
Hwy 55 & Goodwin Avenue
Hwy 55 & Horner Avenue
Hwy 55 & Jacob Avenue

Total Crashes

For each of the 15 study intersections, a crash analysis was completed to understand the total crash rate, the
fatal and serious crash rate, and how the rates compared to similar facilities in Minnesota. Table 6 includes a
summary of the total number of crashes and crash severity for each of the intersections. Table 7 shows the total
crash rate and critical index and fatal and serious injury crash rate and critical index for each of the intersections.
The critical rates and indices are based on the 2019 Minnesota Statewide Averages.

11
20
3
15
8
2
2
4
21
4
3
2
24
1
3

Crash Severity

Fatal

Serious
Injury

Minor
Injury

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
4
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
7
1
1

Possible Property
Injury Damage
1
6
0
2
2
1
0
0
6
2
0
0
3
0
0

10
12
2
9
5
1
2
2
13
1
3
1
14
0
2

Table 6: Intersection Crash Summary by Severity
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Crash Rates
Total Crash Rate

Intersection

[Rate = Crashes per Million Entering
Vehicles]

Intersection
Rate
Hwy 52/55 & Inver Grove Trail
Hwy 52 & Pine Bend Trail
Hwy 52 & 140th Street E
Hwy 55 & Pine Bend Trail (West)
Hwy 55 & Doyle Path
Hwy 55 & Spectro's Access
Hwy 55 & SKB Landfill Access
Hwy 42 & Emery Avenue
Hwy 55 & Hwy 42
Hwy 55 & Fahey Avenue
Hwy 55 & Fischer Avenue
Hwy 55 & Pine Bend Trail (East)
Hwy 55 & Goodwin Avenue
Hwy 55 & Horner Avenue
Hwy 55 & Jacob Avenue

0.26
0.32
0.09
0.64
0.33
0.08
0.08
0.38
0.71
0.15
0.11
0.07
0.84
0.04
0.12

Critical
Rate
(99.5%)
0.18
0.16
0.20
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.32
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.21

Fatal & Serious Injury Crash
Rate

[Rate = Crashes per 100 Million
Entering Vehicles]

Critical
Index

Intersection
Rate

1.46
2.04
0.48
2.87
1.52
0.38
0.38
1.21
3.49
0.72
0.53
0.35
4.10
0.20
0.54

0.00
1.58
0.00
0.00
4.18
0.00
0.00
9.61
6.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Critical
Rate
(90%)
2.69
2.09
3.27
4.03
3.99
3.99
3.94
7.50
3.42
3.73
3.64
3.67
3.52
4.12
3.78

Critical
Index
0.00
0.76
0.00
0.00
1.05
0.00
0.00
1.28
1.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 7: Intersection Crash Rate Summary

There are seven intersections where the total crash rate critical index is higher than 1.0 and three intersections
where that fatal and serious injury critical index is higher than 1.0 that will be focused on as part of the RSA. The
three intersections with a fatal and serious injury critical index higher than 1.0 also have a total crash rate critical
index over 1.0. These intersections are shown in Figure 11. Because the critical index at these intersections is
higher than 1.0, these are intersections where the total crash trend is statistically higher than experienced on
similar facilities in Minnesota. These intersections will be discussed in greater detail later in the report.
At two intersections, recent or planned projects are anticipated to improve the current crash rates:
•
•

In 2018, Dakota County added a dedicated westbound left-turn lane and converted the westbound
bypass lane to a through lane at Highway 55 and Highway 42.
In 2022-2023, MnDOT plans to install an eastbound left-turn and westbound right-turn lane at Highway
55 and Doyle Path.
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Figure 11 Intersections with a Crash Rate Critical Index higher than 1.0

3 Field Review Observations
The RSA review team met on November 10, 2020. The meeting was held virtually due to the COVID-19
Pandemic. Prior to the meeting, review team members were encouraged to drive the roadways in the study
area, note items that could impact safety, and come prepared to discuss these items. The virtual field review
was held over a four-hour period where an overview of the corridor was provided and then roadway segments
and intersections of interest were reviewed and discussed. The primary focus was on segments and
intersections where the critical index was higher than 1.0 for either the total crash rate or fatal and serious
injury crash rate. Other locations where there has been considerable concern in recent years were also
discussed. To conduct the virtual RSA, Kimley-Horn provided dashcam video recorded along each segment and
several photos at each study intersection to provide the RSA review team with additional information that
would normally not be required if an in-person field review were possible. There was active participation by the
RSA team, and it was apparent that many had reviewed the corridor in advance of the virtual review meeting.
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3.1.1 Highway 52/55 and Highway 52
The Highway 52/55 and Highway 52 corridor is classified as a principal arterial and is a non-interstate freeway.
The corridor generally satisfies current design standards and there were not any corridor wide specific strategies
discussed. There was focused discussion on three areas:
•

•
•

There are locations where additional weaving of traffic occurs due to northbound entering traffic at
Highway 42, Highway 55, and 117th Street. Increased acceleration lengths may improve safety
particularly given the volume of truck traffic using these entrance ramps.
The left-side exit ramp from southbound Highway 52/55 to eastbound Highway 55 causes weaving and
operational concerns on southbound Highway 52/55 that extend north of 117th Street.
There are large utility poles on the west side of Highway 52 between Pine Bend Trail and Highway 42.
That area should be reviewed and improvements made if the roadside contains hazards.

3.1.2 Highway 55
Highway 55 is classified as a principal arterial and is a two-lane undivided roadway. The corridor has a posted
speed of 55 miles per hour. There are several areas where improvements would be required to satisfy current
design standards. There was focused discussion regarding the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The shoulders are narrow (6 to 7 feet wide) which is less than current design standards, resulting in
fewer opportunities to enforce speeding due to the substandard shoulder widths.
Turn lanes are not provided consistently along the corridor. At some intersections there are both right
and left-turn lanes, at others there are only right-turn lanes, and there is one intersection where there
are no-turn lanes.
There are sections where the ditch has steeper slopes and there is not the desirable clear zone.
There are segments where there are utility poles on both sides of the road providing an increased
opportunity of crashes involving fixed objects.
Given the traffic volumes, lack of adequate passing opportunities, and number of run off the road
crashes, there is a potential risk of head-on collisions.
There are areas where access consolidation would be beneficial.
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Figure 12 Highway 55 looking southeast toward Doyle Path

3.1.3 Southbound Exit Ramp from Highway 52/55 to Concord Boulevard
The exit ramp from southbound Highway 52/55 to Concord Boulevard has a loop ramp with guardrail due to the
steep slopes and stormwater pond located adjacent to the exit ramp. The advisory speed is 25 miles per hour
and mainline Highway 52 has a posted speed of 65 miles per hour. There were a wide variety of improvements
discussed that ranged from signing upgrades to improvements to the exit ramp geometry.

3.1.4 Highway 52/55 and Inver Grove Trail
There is a right-in/right-out access at the southbound Highway 52/55 and Inver Grove Trail intersection. The
removal of this access has been discussed since the early 2000s, but removal is not possible without
construction of a frontage road system on the west side of Highway 55. The City is going to develop frontage
road concepts as part of a City-led trail project which may provide an opportunity to remove this access. A
review of the crash data did not indicate a crash concern involving side street traffic. Improvements discussed
ranged from extending the right-turn lane to access removal.
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3.1.5 Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail
The Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail intersection resulted in considerable dialog. There is high percentage of
truck traffic that uses this intersection to access Highway 52 from Highway 55 via Pine Bend Trail. Westbound
trucks that turn left have to cross northbound traffic that is traveling at 65 miles per hour and the trailers often
extend into the northbound lanes if they operator has to wait in the median to complete their turn onto
southbound Highway 52. In addition, the southbound left turn is redundant with the exit from southbound
Highway 52/55 to eastbound Highway 55. The recommendation discussed was to convert this intersection to a
right-in/right-out. The City of Rosemount explained there would have to be provisions to allow occasional offpeak oversized deliveries to access Flint Hills Refinery via Pine Bend Trial (i.e. components that arrive via barge).
The final recommendation was to convert this intersection to a right-in/right-out with provisions to allow
oversized vehicle access to Pine Bend Trail only during controlled oversized delivery operations completed under
permit.

Figure 13: Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail (Existing Conditions)

3.1.6 Highway 55 and Pine Bend Trail
The intersection of Highway 55 at Pine Bend Trail is located on a short four-lane segment of Highway 55,
adjacent to a railroad, with unique geometry that all contribute to a critical crash rate higher than 1.0. Most of
the RSA team’s discussion focused around restricting access, installation of an innovative intersection design, or
converting this short section Highway 55 to a two-lane road.
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Figure 14: Pine Bend Trail looking west at Highway 55

3.1.7 Highway 55 and Doyle Path
There have been several crashes over the past few years at this intersection, including a fatal crash in October
2019 and an incident involving six vehicles in December 2019. The critical index was higher than 1.0 for both the
total crash rate and fatal and serious injury crash rate at this intersection. This intersection was one of the
reasons that MnDOT is completing this RSA. Due to the crash history at this intersection, in 2022-2023 MnDOT
will install an eastbound left-turn and westbound right-turn lane at Doyle Path. The right-turn lane will also
serve as an acceleration lane for trucks accelerating from the at-grade railroad crossing and from Spectro Alloy’s
access. The improvements proposed as a part of this project are anticipated to reduce crashes. The crash rate
after the project is constructed will need to be monitored to determine whether the crash rates improve. Figure
15 shows a layout of the proposed improvements.
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Figure 15: Concept Layout of Proposed Improvements on Highway 55 at Doyle Path
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3.1.8 Highway 55 and Highway 42
The intersection of Highway 55 and Highway 42 has a critical index higher than 1.0 for both the total crash rate
and fatal and serious injury crash rate. Turn lane improvements at this intersection - most notably the
conversion of a bypass lane for westbound through traffic on Highway 55 to a dedicated westbound left-turn
lane to Highway 42 - were constructed in 2018 by Dakota County. The RSA team agreed that based on recent
crash data, the improvements have had an impact, although it is too early to validate this because there is not
enough crash data to complete a statistically valid analysis (i.e. typically three to five years of crash data after
improvements are constructed). There was some discussion about reviewing the location of the northbound
stop bar to improve sight lines for left-turning traffic.

3.1.9 Highway 55 / Goodwin Avenue / Mississippi Trail
The intersection of Highway 42 / Goodwin Avenue / Mississippi Trail has a total crash rate critical index of 4.1,
the highest of all intersections reviewed. This intersection has right- and left-turn lanes in both directions on
Highway 55 and the side streets are stop-controlled with right-turn lanes. There have been requests for a traffic
signal by Nininger Township that have not been granted by MnDOT because the signal warrants required to
justify a signal are not satisfied. In addition, traffic signals have been found to cause an increase in rear-end
crashes and increase delay particularly to traffic traveling through the intersection on the main roadway (i.e.
Highway 55). The group discussed that a roundabout may be part of a long-term solution that would improve
safety at this intersection.
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3.1.10 Highway 42 and Emery Avenue
The intersection of Highway 42 and Emery Avenue has a critical index higher than 1.0 for both the total crash
rate and fatal and serious injury crash rate. In reviewing the crash data, several crashes involved run off the road
crashes involving eastbound traffic as they travel through the horizontal curve (see Figure 16). In addition,
drivers using the north approach have poor sight lines due to the location of this approach on the inside of the
horizontal curve and the wooded area on the northeast corner. The north approach is unpaved, has very low
traffic volumes, and there have not yet been crashes involving vehicles on this approach. The City of Rosemount
is working with SKB Landfill to relocate their access on Highway 55 further to the east to improve safety and
reduce queuing on Highway 55 as part of the landfill expansion. This will create a one-way entrance where
traffic will exit south onto Highway 42 at 142nd Street. This may result in the removal of the north leg of the
Highway 42 and Emery Avenue intersection. Enhanced curve signing should be considered for the horizontal
curve on Highway 42.

Figure 16: Highway 42 looking east toward Emery Avenue
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4 Online Presentation and Input
An online open house was provided where a recorded presentation was able to be viewed. The presentation
provided an overview of the RSA process, study area, crash trends, and next steps. The presentation was
available November 9 through 30, 2020. Questions and comments were able to be provided on the website
November 9 through December 18, 2020. The feedback received was focused in the following areas:
•
•

•
•

•

•

There were concerns about the high travel speed along Highway 55 and vehicles following too close due
to limited locations to safely pass.
There are many crashes related to the Highway 52/55 and Highway 55 interchange and it was suggested
that Highway 42 be the main corridor rather than the stretch of Highway 55 between Highway 52 and
Highway 42.
Even with the recent westbound Hwy 55 turn lane improvements at Highway 42, some travelers still felt
unsafe when making a westbound left turn from Highway 55 to Highway 42.
A left-turn lane from eastbound Highway 55 to Doyle Path was recommended.
o MnDOT has a project planned that will address this concern by installing an eastbound left-turn
and a westbound right-turn lane at Doyle Path in 2022-2023.
There was input suggesting that the SKB access relocation be included as a part of the RSA.
o The City of Rosemount is working with SKB on access modifications in conjunction with the SKB
Landfill expansion.
A signal was recommended at the intersection of Highway 55 and Goodwin Avenue due to delays and
close calls.

This feedback was considered along with the recommendations from the RSA team as the potential
improvement strategies in the next section were developed.

5 Potential Improvement Strategies
Recommended short-, medium-, and long-term potential improvement strategies are included in Table 8. These
strategies are based on an analysis of the crash data, review of existing conditions, input from the RSA team, and
comments received from the public. These strategies are organized on a corridor-wide basis or specific roadway
segment or intersection basis. Short-term strategies can typically be implemented during a shorter timeframe
(i.e. less than five years) because they are simpler to implement, cost less, and often can be completed with
maintenance forces. Medium-term strategies will take longer because their implementation requires additional
study and design and typically cost more. These strategies often can be implemented on a five to ten-year
horizon. Long-term strategies are even more complex, require significant funding, and usually take longer than
10 years to implement.
It is important to note that even though a potential improvement strategy is listed, it may never be
implemented. This could occur for a variety of reasons that may include: inability to obtain consensus, a more
extensive improvement is implemented (i.e. if a four-lane section is constructed then a three-lane section may
not be built), lack of funding, or changes in crash trends or design standards (e.g. automated vehicles result in
improved safety).
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ID #
1
2
3
4

Location

Entrance Ramp from Highway 42 to
northbound Highway 52
Entrance Ramp from westbound Highway
55 to northbound Highway 52/55
Entrance Ramp from 117th Street to
northbound Highway 52/55
Southbound TH 52/55 Left Exit to
Highway 55

7
8

Southbound Highway 52 between
Highway 55 and Highway 42
Southbound Highway 52/55 Exit Ramp to
Concord Boulevard
Highway 52/55 and Inver Grove Trail
Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail

9

Highway 55 Corridor-Wide

5
6

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Short-Term

Evaluate entrance ramp design
Evaluate entrance ramp design

Convert to right-in/right-out
Install 6" edge lines, delineators, and
hazard markers
Install lighting at remaining
intersections and key accesses

Encourage businesses to use accesses
as right-in/right-out
Start a study to evaluate corridor
needs

Highway 55 and Doyle Path

Continue to monitor after
improvements are constructed
Relocate northbound stop bar, install
additional lighting, and continue to
monitor

Highway 52 and Goodwin Avenue
Highway 42 and Emery Avenue

Construct entrance ramp improvements

Evaluate entrance ramp acceleration
length
Install destination pavement markings Overhead signing improvements
Reevaluate the need for the
Convert to a single-lane exit beyond gore
southbound to eastbound exit
Evaluate and remove or protect
vehicles from roadside hazards
Signing improvements
Install high friction surface treatment

Highway 55 Between Highway 52 and
Highway 42
Highway 55 Between Highway 42 and
Goodwin Avenue
Highway 55 and Pine Bend Trail

Highway 55 and Highway 42

Medium-Term

Enhanced curve signing and install
additional lighting

Long-Term

Construct entrance ramp
improvements
Construct entrance ramp
improvements

Implement recommended interchange
modifications
Reconstruct exit ramp

Extend southbound right-turn lane

Remove access

Install rumble/sinusoidal rumble strips
and 6" centerline markings
Acquire right-of-way

Remove fixed objects in roadside and
consolidate utility poles
Increase shoulder width, flatten
shoulders, and improve ditch slopes

Provide pull-off areas to allow for
enforcement and breakdowns
Consolidate private and farm accesses
Acquire right-of-way
Restrict access or construct innovative
intersection

Remove north access or remove sight line
obstructions.

Add turn lanes at remaining highvolume accesses
Convert to a 3- or 4-lane section.
Consider Swedish 2+1.
Convert Highway 55 to a two-lane road

Install roundabout as part of Swedish
2+1 and review potential to realign
Fahey Ave as the north approach
Install roundabout

Table 8: Intersection Improvement Strategies
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5.1.1 Location IDs 1, 2, and 3: Evaluate and Construct Entrance Ramp Improvements
The RSA team discussed several locations where there was weaving near entry ramps along northbound
Highway 52. The locations discussed were the northbound entrance ramps from Highway 42, Highway 55, and
117th Street. There are several sites in the area that generate more truck traffic adjacent to these entrance
ramps including Wayne Transport, SKB Landfill, Flint Hills Resources, and Pilot Truck Stop. The most significant
weaving location is at the Highway 55 entrance given it has the highest entering volume and traffic is often
traveling at full speed as they merge onto Highway 52/55. 117th Street is next most challenging with the folded
loop entry ramp, although a review will be required to see if trucks actually utilize the 800’ acceleration lane that
already exists. The interchange at Highway 42 was reconstructed in 2018 so this is anticipated to be on lower on
the list of priorities. Weaving may be reduced at these three locations by modifying the entry ramp design to
allow for additional acceleration, resulting in safety benefits. Further evaluation will need to be completed to
determine if any improvements should be implemented.

5.1.2 Location ID 4: Left Exit Ramp from Highway 52/55 to Highway 55
There was considerable discussion regarding the left exit from Highway 52/55 to Highway 55. This exit causes
weaving because vehicles must get into the left lane, where high speed traffic is typically located, to exit.
Additional challenges in this area are due to the number of vehicles entering from 117th Street that exit at
westbound Hwy 55. The exit has an advisory speed of 55 miles per hour which is slower than the 65 miles per
hour posted speed. Another unconventional characteristic of this exit is that it is striped as two lanes for about ½
mile starting at the exit. This provides a short passing section prior to eastbound Highway 55 becoming a twolane road where speeding often occurs. The strategies discussed included:
•

•

•

Installing destination pavement markings and converting the ground-mounted guide signs to overhead
guide signs (with left exit panels where appropriate) that are placed farther in advance of the exit ramp.
These improvements would increase the length weaving will occur and make drivers more aware of the
left exit. Figure 18: shows an highway where destination pavement markings are used in combination with
advanced overhead signs.
The characteristics of the left exit were also discussed. The RSA team agreed that the marked two-lane
exit, that is only served by one lane from Highway 52/55, should be removed. The removal of this lane was
also discussed as a safety improvement strategy at the Highway 55 and Pine Bend Trail intersection.
The need for this exit ramp was also discussed. If the remaining life of the bridge over northbound
Highway 52 (Bridge #9110) is not very long or the structural inspection found significant investments are
required, the benefit of this connection should be reviewed. There was also some discussion of the early2000s plan that removed this interchange and routed traffic to Highway 42. A more detailed evaluation of
this exit ramp should be completed to determine if additional interchange modifications should be
implemented.
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Figure 17: Left Exit from Southbound Highway 52/55 to Highway 55

Figure 18: Example of destination pavement markings and advanced overhead signing
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5.1.3 Location ID 5: Review Highway 52 Clearance to Power Poles
The RSA team discussed the large power poles south of Highway 55 that are on the west side of Highway 52. An
evaluation of the clear zone in this area should be completed to determine if additional improvements are
recommended.

Figure 19: Power poles along Highway 52 South of Highway 55
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5.1.4 Location ID 6: TH 52/55 Southbound Exit Ramp to Concord Boulevard
The exit ramp from southbound Highway 52/55 to Concord Boulevard was added to the RSA by MnDOT due to
concerns from MnDOT Maintenance. They often must repair the guard rail at this location that protects vehicles
from the slopes to the stormwater pond adjacent to this loop ramp. The improvements discussed were broad
and included signing improvements, installation of a high friction pavement surface treatment, reconstruction of
the ramp, and modifications to the stormwater pond to allow for improved slopes. Signing improvements were
the short-term strategy discussed most. The exact strategy would need to be determined but would likely
involve larger or additional chevrons and additional or relocated exit advisory speed signs. Additional
improvements that are recommend will require a review of existing conditions and input by MnDOT geometrics
if signing modifications are not effective.

Figure 20: Southbound Highway 52/55 Exit Ramp to Concord Boulevard

5.1.5 Location ID 7: Highway 52/55 and Inver Grove Trail
The long-term goal at this intersection is access removal. This has been the vision since the early 2000s when
plans to convert this section Highway 52 to a freeway facility were developed. This is the last at-grade
intersection that exists between 117th Street and Concord Boulevard. The removal of this access is more
challenging due to the extensive improvement required to construct the frontage road system required to
remove that access (i.e. two bridges over the adjacent railroad crossings). A review of the crashes found that
none were related to turning vehicles and all involved mainline vehicles near the intersection. Given this, the
removal of this access is listed as a long-term strategy, although the City of Inver Grove Heights should continue
to look at options to develop frontage road concepts as part of the City led trail project. The other potential
strategy is to extend the southbound right-turn lane due to concerns from the RSA team about it potentially not
be fully utilized given that guardrail is located next to the turn lane. This is listed as potential medium-term
strategy although additional review and field observations of turning vehicle operations are recommended to
confirm extending the turn lane would benefit safety and operations.
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5.1.6 Location ID 8: Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail
There was consistent input from the RSA team that the intersection of Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail needed
to be converted to a right-in/right-out intersection. There was significant concern that this is a location with a
high potential for serious and fatal crashes given the high percentage of trucks, high speed of traffic on
Highway 52, and geometry challenges at this intersection. Access control at intersections have been found to
reduce crashes and this is tied to the resulting reduction in conflict points. In this case the number of conflict
points at the current intersection is nine as compared to two that will exist if the intersection is converted to a
right-in/right-out. As mentioned before, there will have to be provisions to allow for occasional off-peak
oversized deliveries to access Flint Hills Refinery via Pine Bend Trial. Figure 21 and Figure 22 show this
intersection under existing and proposed conditions.
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Figure 21: Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail (Existing Conditions)

Figure 22: Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail (Right-In/Right-Out Proposed Condition)
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5.1.7 Location ID 9: Highway 55 Corridor-Wide
The RSA team was concerned about the potential for more serious or fatal head-on collisions along Highway 55
because it is undivided with high speeds, experiences a high frequency of run off the road crashes, experiences
relatively high traffic volumes resulting in challenges passing, and turn lanes are not installed consistently.
Figure 23 shows several issues that exist at various locations along Highway 55, although the characteristics vary
along the corridor. The figure also shows a cross-section that satisfies current design standards. The corridor has
segments with narrow shoulders, non-recoverable slopes, and fixed objects located in the clear zone. In
addition, the narrow shoulders cause issues because drivers have less room to recover when a vehicle departs
the travel lane and there are fewer opportunities to enforce speeding due to the substandard shoulder widths.

Figure 23: Undesirable Cross-Section Compared to a Cross-Section Satisfying Current Design Standards

Given the concern with run off the road crashes the short-term priority identified is to install 6” edge lines,
hazard markers, and delineators along the corridor. Another short-term priority that should be considered is the
installation of roadway lighting at intersections that are not lit (e.g. Fischer Avenue and Pine Bend Trail – east
intersection). The medium-term priority is to install rumble or sinusoidal rumble strips and 6” centerline
markings and to acquire right-of-way. Finally, the long-term priority improvements are to remove or protect
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vehicles from fixed objects, consolidate utility poles, and improve the edge of the travel-way by increasing the
shoulder width, flatting the shoulders, and improving the ditch slopes. The effort to remove or protect vehicles
from objects should be a medium-range priority where feasible. Additional medium-priority improvements that
were recommended was to install pull-off areas for enforcement activities to occur and to consolidate private
and farm accesses.

5.1.8 Location ID 10: Highway 55 Between Highway 52 and Highway 42
There was discussion with the RSA team focused on adding additional turn lanes at higher volume access points,
similar to those being added at TH 55 and Doyle Path. After the 2022-2023 project is constructed there will only
be two business access points along this segment: Pine Bend Paving and the SKB Landfill/ReConserve of
Minnesota. The short-term priority is to work with these remaining businesses to operate their access points as
right-in/right-out accesses voluntarily. As the relocation and conversion of the SKB Landfill access continues to
be planned, it is recommended that a westbound left-turn lane be installed unless it only provides access for
eastbound right turns. Even under those conditions, measures to prevent the westbound left should be
considered for implementation. Opportunities at the remaining access points to restrict access and install turn
lanes should continue be considered long-term.

5.1.9 Location ID 11: Highway 55 between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue
This was the only segment on Highway 55 between Highway 52 and Hastings that experienced a critical crash
rate over 1.0. The RSA team discussed converting this segment from a 2- to 4-lane roadway. Although there was
some concern that a project that required such resources may take quite some time to construct, given the
competition for available funding. Another improvement that would result in less widening and lower costs was
constructing a Swedish 2+1 between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue. Figure 24 shows the features of this
project on this segment of Highway 55. A Swedish 2+1 has a three-lane section with two lanes in one direction
and one lane in the opposite direction that are separated by a cable median barrier. Figure 25 shows a photo of
a typical Swedish 2+1 where the passing lane is ending. This configuration occurs for 1-2 miles and then the 2lane section transitions to a 1-lane section and a 2-lane section is introduced in the opposite direction. This
results in alternating two-lane segments that allow for passing. Although the Swedes use cable barrier, cable
barrier is not a requirement to construct the passing lanes and other types of barrier could be considered. The
cable median barrier between opposing travel lanes serves two functions: 1) The cable barrier helps reduce the
likelihood of head on crashes. 2) The cable median barrier installation converts lower volume public
intersections and private accesses to right-in/right-out further reducing crashes. Implementation of the Swedish
2+1 has been seen as successful in Sweden due to the reduction in fatal and serious injury crashes. The
intersections at each end, in this case Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue, are converted into roundabouts. The
roundabouts help facilitate the U-turn movements that will be required. As part of a future roundabout at
Highway 42, the feasibility of realigning Fahey Avenue to create a fourth leg on the north side of the roundabout
should be considered. Although this improvement has been recommended for further consideration along this
segment because the critical crash rate is over 1.0, it could be implemented on the other two-lane segments
along Highway 55. Since right-of-way will be needed and that process takes considerable time to complete and
cannot occur until the proposed project is understood, starting a study to evaluate corridor needs is identified as
a short-term strategy and acquiring right-of-way is identified as a medium-term strategy. Constructing the
roadway improvements along this segment is a long-term strategy.
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Figure 24: Swedish 2+1 Improvement Concept between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue
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Figure 25: Photo of typical Swedish 2+1 in Sweden (NCHRP Research Results Digest 275)

5.1.10 Location ID 12: Highway 55 and Pine Bend Trail
As mentioned previously, the geometry at this intersection is challenging given the varying median widths, short
four-lane section, curve for eastbound traffic from the TH 52/55 interchange, and the adjacent railroad tracks.
The medium-term priority was focused around either limiting access (e.g. 3/4 movement intersection) or
constructing an innovative intersection such as a reduced-conflict intersection. Providing a southbound to
eastbound left-turn movement is likely not feasible with a reduced-conflict intersection configuration given the
close proximity the Highway 52/55 interchange. Additional review is required to determine what alternatives
are feasible given available right-of-way and the location of the railroad tracks on the north side of Highway 55.
A long-term priority to convert this section of Highway 55 from a four to a two-lane road could also be combined
with intersection improvements. This same topic was discussed when the southbound TH 52/55 to TH 55 left
exit was discussed.
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Figure 26: Highway 55 at Pine Bend Trail
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5.1.11 Location ID 13: Highway 55 and Doyle Path
As mentioned in Section 2.1.7, in 2022-2023 MnDOT will install an eastbound left-turn and westbound right-turn
lane at Doyle Path. The construction of that project is anticipated to reduce crashes. The crash rate after the
project is constructed will need to be monitored to determine whether the crash rates improve and if other
strategies should be considered.

5.1.12 Location ID 14: Highway 55 and Highway 42
In Section 2.1.5, the recent improvements at this intersection were discussed. Although the RSA team thought
those improvements have reduced crashes based on recent data, it is too early to know because there is not
enough crash data to complete a statistically valid analysis (i.e. typically three to five years of crash data are
required after improvements are constructed). The crash data should be monitored to see if the recently
constructed improvements result in improved crash rates.
Three other strategies that should be considered are relocating the northbound stop bar to improve sight lines
for left-turning traffic (see Figure 27). This potential short-term improvement will need to consider if a relocated
stop bar causes a turning path conflict with turning trucks. Although there is a light on the north side of the
intersection, additional lighting to increase light levels should also be considered. As part of the Swedish 2+1
strategy discussed previously, the construction of a roundabout here would allow for the U-turn movement that
would become more common due to access restrictions between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue. A
roundabout would also reduce the concern some have mentioned regarding being uncomfortable as they wait
to take a westbound left to Highway 42.

Figure 27: Highway 42 looking west at Highway 55
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5.1.13 Location ID 15: Highway 55 / Goodwin Avenue / Mississippi Trail
This intersection has the highest total crash rate of all intersections reviewed for this RSA. The installation of a
single-lane roundabout should be considered as a long-term strategy to improve the crash rates and allow side
street traffic to more easily enter Highway 55. MnDOT has found that single-lane roundabouts reduce serious
crashes by 86%, reduce injury crashes by 60%, reduce multi-vehicle crashes by 51% (A Study of the Traffic Safety
of Roundabouts in Minnesota, MnDOT, 2017). This would be compatible with a potential long-term solution such
as the Swedish 2+1 where increased U-turns would need to be handled at this intersection due to access control
implemented at intersections between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue.

Figure 28: Roundabout at Highway 3 and 170th Street in Empire Township

5.1.14 Location ID 16: Highway 42 and Emery Avenue
Since several run-off-the-road crashes have occurred at Highway 42 and Emery Avenue, a recommended shortterm strategy is to install additional warning signs on the curve such as chevrons and review if an advisory speed
plaque should be added under the existing curve ahead warning signs. Although there is a light on the northeast
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corner, it is located a ways from the intersection and additional lighting to increase light levels should also be
considered.
It is recommended that the north approach of Emery Avenue be removed due to poor sight lines caused by its
location on the inside of the curve and the wooded area on the northeast corner of the intersection. As part of
the coordination between the City of Rosemount and SKB Landfill to relocate their access on Highway 55, the
City should try to the get north leg of this intersection removed. If that is not feasible, removal of sight line
obstructions on the northeast corner are recommended.

Figure 29: Looking East from North Approach at Highway 42 and Emery Avenue
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6 Conclusions
An RSA was conducted by MnDOT in response to concerns about safety along the Highway 55 corridor between
Highway 52 and the intersection of Highway 85 (Goodwin Avenue) and Highway 42 (Mississippi Trail). The
purpose of the study was to review crash history, prior plans and recommendations, and existing conditions to
identify potential safety projects and safety strategies that can be implemented as a part of future projects.
A review of the previous five years of crash data (2015-2019) was completed to understand overall crash trends
experienced in the study area. “Run off the road” was the most common type with more than 35% of the
crashes falling into this category. The statewide rate for run off the road crashes is about 10%, so this manner of
collision occurs more frequently in the study area than is typical. The data also showed that there were more
crashes whose first harmful event was hitting a fixed object in the study area (34%) versus the statewide
average (18%), and more rollover crashes in the study area (7%) compared to the statewide average (4%).
A crash analysis was completed to determine intersections and roadway segments where the total crash trend is
statistically higher than experienced on similar facilities in Minnesota. Based on the analysis the following
locations received additional focus as part of the RSA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway 52/55 from south of Inver Grove Trail to the south junction of Highway 55
Highway 52 from the south Junction of Highway 55 to Highway 42
Highway 55 between Highway 42 and Goodwin Avenue/Mississippi Trail
Highway 52/55 and Inver Grove Trail intersection
Highway 52 and Pine Bend Trail intersection
Highway 55 and Pine Bend Trail intersection
Highway 55 and Doyle Path intersection
Highway 55 and Highway 42 intersection
Highway 55 / Goodwin Avenue / Mississippi Trail intersection
Highway 55 and Emery Avenue

Due to the recent crashes along the segment of Highway 55 between Highway 52 and Highway 42, that segment
was also reviewed as part of the RSA even though neither of the critical indices was higher than 1.0.
An online open house was provided, due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, where a recorded presentation was
provided, and questions and comments were able to be provided. These comments were considered as
potential improvement strategies were developed.
The RSA review team met on November 10, 2020 virtually due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The virtual field
review was held over a four-hour period where an overview of the corridor was provided and then roadway
segments and intersections of interest were reviewed and discussed. The primary focus was on segments and
intersections listed above.
Recommended short-, medium-, and long-term potential improvement strategies are included in Table 8. These
strategies are based on an analysis of the crash data, review of existing conditions, input from the RSA team, and
comments received from the public. Short-term strategies can typically be implemented during a shorter
timeframe (i.e. less than five years) because they are simpler to implement, cost less, and often can be
completed with maintenance forces. Medium-term strategies will take longer because their implementation
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requires additional study and design and they typically cost more. These strategies often can be implemented on
a five-ten-year horizon. Long-term strategies are even more complex, require significant funding, and usually
take longer than 10 years to implement. It is important to note that just even though a potential improvement
strategy is listed, it may never be implemented.
The following are recommendations that should be considered moving forward to ensure safety projects
continue to be implemented in the study area:
1. MnDOT, Dakota County, Inver Grove Heights, and Rosemount should work collaboratively to review and
develop a plan to implement short-term potential improvements.
2. An approach to complete the items that are listed as to be evaluated should be established as the
findings of those analyses will be used to confirm and/or determine some of the medium- or long-term
improvements (i.e. evaluation of several entrance ramps designs and acceleration lengths, reevaluate
the need for the southbound to eastbound exit from Highway 52/55 to Highway 55, and evaluate
whether some fixed objects along the corridor are in the clear zone).
3. When improvement projects are programmed along these corridors, this document should be
referenced to make sure applicable safety improvements are incorporated into those projects.
4. Agencies should continue to work collaboratively to seek and apply for funding that can be used to
implement these safety improvements.
5. A review of traffic law enforcement practices and the development of changes needed to allow for
increased enforcement along Highway 55 is recommended.
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